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Abstract - Nowadays the modern technologies are helpful

in all aspects of our life. Due to this lots of development done in
the field of transportation. In the previous years, with the use
of regular metro train accidents occur due to various reasons
like the fault of the driver, signal errors and another major
problem is, the human-operated metro train has no control
over time, mean inaccuracy in time which affect the railway
network management system. To solve this problem we have a
new concept of the driverless metro train. Driverless metro
train improving the management system of the railway
network, reduce human errors, consume less power and it
provides comfort and safety to passengers during traveling.
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Some other additional features like LCD display to give
messages to the passengers, GSM-based SMS facility to know
the position or location of the train and give that information
to the control center by SMS service [7], alarms to give
indication to the passengers for LCD messages as well as for
indication of door operation, automatic door controlling,
passenger counting section by using IR modules [9], solar
panels, MQ2 smoke sensor [8], vibration sensor[10],
emergency brake button are also included in this project.

2. COMPARISON
In the driverless metro train system, there are four types
of grades of automation available. All the grades are having
different features.

1. INTRODUCTION
This project is developed to understand the technology
used in the driverless metro train system which is mostly
used by some other developed countries like Germany Japan
and France [1]. It solves the problem of mass transportation
as well as the high transportation cost in the metro train
system. It also reduces the energy consumption by 30% [2]
of the metro train as it also uses the solar panels on the top
for running the accessories of the train [5]. It also gives
accurate timing control of the train on station arrivals and
departures [4].
The operation of the driverless metro train is controlled
by a central processor unit like Arduino controller, 8051
processor or PIC controllers [6]. The train is programmed to
run on a predefined path which has fixed distance of stations
and the speed of the train is also predefined and it is
controlled by the motor driver IC. The stoppage of the train
on the stations is also predefined. The RFID sensors and
RFID tags are used for stopping of the train [1]. The whole
operation of the train is controlled and performed by a
controller so it does not require a driver or train attendant
for the operation of the train [11].
This project uses Arduino mega as the main controller of
the whole system. The operation and control of the train are
performed by the Arduino. The different operation or
functions of the train is carried out by fetching the programs
in the Arduino by using the Arduino IDE software.
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Fig-1: Comparison of the driverless metro train system [3]
GoA-1 is having automatic train protection system. The
driver is required for starting of the train as well as stopping
of the train and also for the door operation and for operation
in the event of the disruption.
GoA-2 is having the automatic train protection and
operation. The starting and stopping of the train are
automatic but for door operation and for operation in the
event of disruption driver is required.
GoA-3 is called as the driverless operation of the train. In
that, the starting and stopping of the train are fully automatic
but for door operation and in the event of disruption train
attendant is required.
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GoA-4 is called fully driverless train operation or also
called as unattended train operation (UTO). Hence in this
operation, all the functions of the train are carried out by
automatically. So there is no requirement of driver or train
attendant to perform operations of the train.

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM

The passenger counting section came into action and
count the passenger by use of IR modules and display it on
the LCD. Then the LCD will display the message that “Doors
are closing” with buzzer operation. The state of the motor is
changed from off state to on state and the train starts moving
and departs from the station.
When the train is arriving on the station, the LCD will
display the message that “Train is arriving on the station in
few minutes” with buzzer operation. The state of the motor
changes from on state to off state by use of RFID sensor and
RFID tags. RFID sensor is fixed on the train and RFID tags are
fixed near the station. By detection of RFID tags by RFID
sensor, the train changes its state of motors from on state to
off state. Then the LCD will display the message that “The
doors are opening” and the door control will open the door.
The whole operation of departure and arrival is repeated on
every station during the train operation.
This project also contains some additional features like
GSM based SMS service. We can track the position of the
train by using this system and send the information to the
control center by using this service.

Fig -2: Block diagram of driverless metro train

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The working of the project can be understood by use of
the state diagram for the arrival and departure of the train on
the station [4].

This train is having a solar panel on the top for running
the auxiliaries of the train like LCD displays, mobile charging
sockets, lighting, fans etc. The produced solar power can be
converted into AC power according to the requirement by
the inverters. The use of solar panels reduces the power
consumption of the train.
This project also includes smoke detection via the MQ2
smoke sensor for the protection purpose. When there is
some problem in the train due to system failure or electric
shocks, smoke is produced which is detected by the smoke
sensor and give the signal to the Arduino for protection of
the train. It protects the train against fire as well as short
circuits in the train.

Fig -3: State diagram of train during departure and
arrival on the station.
We have used Arduino Mega as the main controller. The
supply of 5V to the Arduino is given by a source like power
bank. All the components which are used for the different
operation of the train are connected to the Arduino.
At first, the train will get supply from a source and gets
ready to move. Here we have used the 12V battery for giving
supply to the motor driver IC and door motor. But before
that, the LCD will display the message that “The train will
depart from the station in few minutes”. The buzzer operates
for every LCD message and for door operation.
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This project also consists an emergency braking button
placed on the train. It is used at the time of emergency for
apply brakes on the train. We have also used vibration
sensor for the protection purpose. When the emergency
occurs in the train due to any type of failure, that causes
vibration and so vibration sensor senses it and gives an
indication to control center by GSM facility.

5. RESULTS
We have demonstrated this project by built a prototype
model of driverless metro train. We have used DC gear
motors and connected it to the wheels. A simple CD drive is
used for automatic door operation. A DC motor is used for
door operation. It is to be noted that a buzzer will operate at
every door operation function.
By running this prototype model we got results as getting
messages like the name of the station, the number of
passengers and door position on LCD display. The passenger
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counting is completed by using IR module and displayed on
LCD.

6. CONCLUSION
Our driverless metro train project provides the unique
features like it provide fully automatic driverless operation
with less traveling time, less consumption of electricity,
smoke detection etc. Driverless metro system provides
better quality services as well as exact timings of the train
for arrival and departure. It reduces the overall running cost
of the system and by use of solar panels, it also reduces the
power consumption of the train. One advantage of this
system is to transport more people than the normal metro
train services. This system makes a better way to build smart
cities as well as to provide better metro rail services to the
society.
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The speed of the motor is controlled by the motor driver
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given by battery of 12 volts.
The door is automatically open and close with detection of
the station by RFID sensors. There is some delay is provided
between opening and closing of the doors by means of
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RFID sensor and it gives a signal to change the motor state
from on state to off state.
The solar panel on the top of the train is used to supply
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location of the train on the particular station by GSM system.
The vibration sensor has come into action when the
vibrations in the train due to some fault is exceeded from the
predefined limit. It sends the signal to Arduino and that
signal can be sent to control center by using GSM module.
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